
“WRAP THE MUSIC” brief - packaging phase

Abstract
The contest "Wrap the Music" continues with the second and final phase: creating a 
packaging solution for the pocket earphone wrapper designed by Desall.

Brief
In the Naming phase we had to find the best name for a pocket gadget that keeps in 
order and untangled the earphone cables. The winner entry was Desthreego , 
presented by micheleghedin.

Now the product is almost ready for the market, just one thing is missing: the 
PACKAGING.

We ask you  to imagine, project and upload your packaging solution, keeping in mind 
the following points:

- Packaging is one of the most influent factor in customer purchasing decisions 
because it has to capture their attention and communicate the brand identity. 
Innovation and creativity come into play when it comes to packaging. 

- You must include the product name DESTHREEGO in your project. You can play 
with the word and write it in an original way, like des3go.

- The project must be feasible, innovative and suitable for a gadget ...if you are 
thinking to design a titanium case maybe it's not a good idea :)

- The packaging has an informative function too, remember to add the most 
important information: product information (name, designed and made in Italy, bar 
code), producer information (Desall logo, headquarters address and website). 

- Customize your project (optional) adding other information, like some pictures or 
draws showing how to use it, notes or icons of the product features, Desall contacts, 
name pay-off and description, qr-code, etc…

- As we already wrote in the Naming brief, this wrapper designed by Desall is meant 
to be for an international audience. Consequently, we recommend you to avoid any 
language different from English.

http://desall.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Desall.woa/wa/design?index=0&design=25&list=ContestGallery


We created a pdf with the exact shape of the cable wrapper, if you are not keen on 
graphic softwares print it, draw the layout and upload it.

If you are looking for inspiration, have a look at our blog and visit our social 
networks. 

Good luck!

Awards

1st : 200,00€   “Wrapper award”


